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In this paper we investigate equivalences between an efficient solution of a
bicriteria program and a lower envelope point of a certain image set of the
bicriteria program. We also employ various kinds of approachabilities to character-
ize efficiency and proper efficiency for nonconvex bicriteria programs. In particu-
lar, nonlinear Lagranian functions are applied to construct dual problems and to
study stability for the corresponding constrained scalar optimization problems.
Under certain conditions we show that the finite approachability, proper efficiency,
stability, and exact penalization of the relevant constrained scalar optimization
problems are equivalent.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bicriteria programs have been studied widely and have found applica-
Ž   .tions in many fields see 1 and the references therein . The -constraint
 method developed by Haimes 10 has shown efficiency in generating
1 Current address: Department of Applied Mathematics, Hong Kong Polytechnic Univer-
sity, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
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efficient solutions of a multiobjective program. This method involves
Žsolving a set of constrained single objective programs we call them
.-parametric programs . When the original multiobjective program is con-
vex, -parametric programs can be solved by the conventional Lagrangian
dual method; i.e., a zero duality gap exists. However, for a nonconvex
multiobjective program, Lagrangian dual methods constructed using the
conventional Lagrangian for -parametric programs may lead to a nonzero
duality gap. To settle this drawback, following techniques for scalar opti-
Ž  .mization problems see, e.g., 15 , TenHuisen and Wiecek introduced the
concept of approachability of a candidate point in terms of a quadratic
 function. In particular, they applied generalized Lagrangian functions 8
 and augmented Lagrangian functions 1, 7 in constructing dual problems
for -parametric programs and establishing a zero duality gap under some
conditions.
Recently, nonlinear Lagrangian functions were introduced and applied
to establish a zero duality gap for constrained nonconvex single objective
Ž  .optimization problems under very mild assumptions see 2, 11, 12 . An
exact penalization result for a constrained nonconvex single optimization
Ž  .problem was also obtained under the stability condition see 3 . More
recently, the zero duality gap and exact penalization for constrained
   nonconvex multiobjective programs were established in 5 . In 13, 14, 16 ,
several transformations were developed to convexify the perturbation
function of an inequality-constrained optimization problem in order to
achieve a property of the zero duality gap for a class of nonconvex
optimization problems.
In this paper, we study characterizations of efficiency and proper effi-
ciency for nonconvex bicriteria programs by virtue of the approachability
of certain nonlinear Lagrangian functions. We use nonlinear Lagrangian
functions to formulate dual problems for nonconvex -parametric pro-
grams. Consequently, a zero duality gap is established under very mild
conditions. An exact penalization result is also obtained under the condi-
tion of the stability of the corresponding -parametric program. To charac-
terize the efficiency and proper efficiency of the nonconvex bicriteria
program, we use some nonsmooth functions to define the approachability
and finite approachability of a point. Relationships among the efficiency,
proper efficiency, and approachability are also investigated. In particular,
equivalences among proper efficiency, finite approachability, stability, and
exact penalization of the constrained optimization problem are obtained
without any convexity assumption. This generalizes a characterization of
 properly efficient solutions in 4 for nonconvex bicriteria programs.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some basic
concepts and notation. We establish some equivalences between an effi-
cient solution and a lower envelope point. In Section 3, we use a kind of
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nonsmooth function to define the concept of approachability and discuss
its relationship with various efficiencies. Section 4 deals with the duality
and exact penalization for -parametric programs based on a kind of
nonlinear Lagrangian. Equivalences among proper efficiency, approach-
ability, and stability are established. In Section 5, we use alternative non-
smooth functions and nonlinear Lagrangians to address similar problems
as in Sections 3 and 4.
2. EFFICIENCY AND THE LOWER ENVELOPE POINT
Consider the bicriteria program
BCP : min f x , f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
s.t. x X ,
n 1 Ž .where X is a nonempty and closed subset of R and f : X R i 1, 2i
are continuous functions.
 We quote the following definitions of various efficient solutions in 6 .
DEFINITION 2.1. The point x* X is called an efficient solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž .BCP if there exists no x X such that f x  f x* for both i 1, 2i i
with at least one strict inequality. The point x* X is called a weakly
Ž . Ž . Ž .efficient solution of BCP if there exists no x X such that f x  f x*i i
for both i 1, 2.
ŽThe point x* X is called a properly efficient solution in the sense of
.Geoffrion if x* is an efficient solution and there exists M 0 such that,
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž Ž .for any x X with f x  f x* , for some i 1, 2 we have f x i i i
Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..  4f x*  f x*  f x M, where j 1, 2 , j i.i j j
We can also define the concepts of a local efficient solution, a local
weakly efficient solution, and a local properly efficient solution. For
Ž .example, we say that x* X is a local efficient solution of BCP if there
exists a neighborhood U of x* such that there exists no xU	 X with
Ž . Ž .f x  f x* for both i 1, 2 with at least one strict inequality.i i
We denote by X , X , X , X , X , and X the sets ofE W E PE L E LW E L PE
efficient solutions, weakly efficient solutions, properly efficient solutions,
local efficient solutions, local weakly efficient solutions, and local properly
efficient solutions, respectively.
  Ž . Ž . Ž . 4As in 1 , we set Y  y, z : y f x , z f x , j i, x X , i 1, 2.i j i
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4It is clear that Y is the image of BCP and Y  y, z : z, y  Y .2 1 2
 4  4For i 1, 2 
 j , let
V  y : y f x , for some x X .Ž . 4i j
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Denote
m  inf f x , j 1, 2.Ž .j j
xX
 4DEFINITION 2.2. Let i 1, 2 .
Ž . Ž .i A point y*, z*  Y is called a modified lower enelope point ofi
Ž .Y if z* z for all z such that y, z  Y with y y*. The set ofi i
modified lower envelope points is denoted by Y menv.i
Ž .ii The preimage of a modified lower envelope point of Y in thei
decision space X is called a modified prelower enelope point of Y . The seti
of all the modified prelower envelope points of Y is denoted by X menv.i i
 Remark 2.1. This definition looks like 1, Definition 2.4 . However,
there exists a significant difference between them because ‘‘y y*’’ in
 1, Definition 2.4 has been changed to ‘‘y y*.’’
 4  .DEFINITION 2.3. Let i, j 1, 2 and i j. Define menv : m , i j
1  4R  , by
menv y  inf z :  y y such that y, z  Y , y m , . 4Ž . Ž . .i i j
Ž . Ž . menv Ž .Let y, z  Y . It is clear that y, z  Y if and only if zmenv y .i i i
 . Ž .For y , , consider the scalar optimization problems i 1, 2
P y : inf f xŽ . Ž .i i
s.t. x X
f x  y , j i .Ž .j
 4  . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let i, j 1, 2 . For y m , , menv y is equalj i
Ž .to the infinimum of the optimization problem P y .i
Since the proof of this proposition is straightforward, we omit it.
It is elementary to prove Theorem 2.1.
menv  4THEOREM 2.1. If x* X for some i 1, 2 , then x* X .i W E
THEOREM 2.2. The point x* X if and only if x* X menv for bothE i
i 1, 2.
 4Proof. We prove the necessity by contradiction. Suppose that  i 1, 2
menv Ž Ž . Ž ..such that x* X . By Definition 2.4, f x* , f x* is not a modifiedi j i
Ž . Ž Ž ..lower envelope point. Thus f x* menv f x* . By Proposition 2.1,i i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . x X satisfying f x  f x* such that f x  f x* . Therefore, x*j j i i
X , contradicting the assumption of the necessity.E
We also prove the sufficiency by contradiction. Suppose that x* X .E
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then  x X such that, for some i 1, 2 , f x  f x* , f x  f x* ,i i j j
Ž Ž .. Ž . menvj i. By Proposition 2.1, menv f x*  f x* , contradicting x* X .i j i i
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3. EFFICIENCY AND APPROACHABILITY
In this section, we use a nonsmooth function to define approachability
Ž  .cf. 1 and show its relationship with the efficiency and proper efficiency
Ž .of BCP .
Let the nonsmooth function be
1q y  c d y  , y V ,Ž . Ž .i i
 4where i 1, 2 ; c, d, and  are scalar constants, which will be specified in
Ž .  4different situations; d 0 may be ; and y  max y  , 0 .
 4 Ž . 1DEFINITION 3.1. Let i 1, 2 and y*, z*  Y . The function q isi i
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .said to support Y at the point y*, z* if q y*  z* and q y  z for alli i i
Ž .y, z  Y .i
 4DEFINITION 3.2. Let i, j 1, 2 and i j. The point x* X is said to
1 1 Ž Ž . Ž ..be q -approachable if Y is supported by q at f x* , f x* . Moreover, ifi i i j i
the coefficient d in the expression of q1 can be chosen as a finite scalar,i
then we say that x* is finitely q1-approachable.i
We shall investigate under what conditions the set Y can be supportedi
1 Ž .by q at a given point y*, z* and, in particular, explore conditions whichi
guarantee that d is finite.
 4 Ž . menv 1Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let i 1, 2 , y*, z*  Y , and q y  z*i i
Ž . Ž . 1Ž .d y y* . Then d* 0 may be  such that, wheneer d d*, q yi
Ž . Ž .supports Y at y*, z* . Furthermore, if m  m is defined in Section 2i i i
and there exist M 0 and  0 such that
menv y menv y*Ž . Ž .i i M ,  y V with 0 y y*  , 1Ž .iy y*
then d* can be chosen as a finite scalar.
1Ž . Ž .Proof. Clearly, q y*  z*. Moreover, for any y, z  Y , if y y*,i i
1Ž . 1Ž . 1then q y  z* z; if y y*, then q y  z. Hence, q supportsi i i
Ž .Y at y*, z* .i
Ž .  Ž . 4Furthermore, if 1 holds, let d*max M, z*m  and d d*.i
Ž . 1Ž .Let y, z  Y . If y y*, then q y  z* z; and if y y*, we consideri i
the following two cases:
a y y*  ; b 0 y y*  .Ž . Ž .
Ž .If a holds, then
q1 y  z* d* z* z*m m  z .Ž . Ž .i i i
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Ž .If b holds, then
q1 y  z* d* y y*  z*M y y*Ž . Ž . Ž .i
 z* menv y  z*  z* z z* z .Ž .Ž .i
1Hence, q supports Y . The proof is complete.i i
 4 Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let i 1, 2 . If there exists d 0 may be  such
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that q y  c d y  supports Y at y*, z*  Y , then y*, z* i i i
Y menv.i
1Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since q y  c d y  supports Y at y*, z* , it followsi i
that

c d y*   z* 2Ž . Ž .
and

c d y   z ,  y , z  Y . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .i
Ž .Suppose that  y, z  Y such thati
y y* 4Ž .
and
z z*. 5Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 2 , 3 , and 4 that
 
z c d y   c d y*   z*,Ž . Ž .
Ž .which contradicts 5 .
1 Ž Ž . Ž .. menvClearly, x* X is q -approachable if and only if f x* , f x*  Yi j i i
if and only if x* X menv. Thus, by Theorem 2.2, we have the followingi
result.
PROPOSITION 3.3. x* X if and only if x* is q1-approachable forE i
i 1, 2.
1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 3.4. Let x* X and q y  f x*  d y f x* , ji i j
Ž .i, y V i 1, 2 . If x* X , then there exists a finite d* 0 such that x*i PE
is q1-approachable for i 1, 2 when d d*. Conersely, if there exists a finitei
d 0 such that x* is q1-approachable for i 1, 2, then x* X .i PE
 4Proof. Let i 1, 2 , j i. It follows from x* X that M 0PE
such that
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .i i M 6Ž .
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .j j
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Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ž ..whenever f x  f x* . Let d*M and d d*. Then q f x* i i i j
Ž . 1Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..f x* . Next we show that q f x  f x ,  f x , f x  Y .i i j i j i i
Ž . Ž .If f x  f x* , thenj j
1q f x  f x*  d f x  f x*  f x*  f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j j i i
since x* X menv.i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .If f x  f x* and f x  f x* , then q f x  f x*  f x .j j i i i j i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .If f x  f x* and f x  f x* , then q f x  f x* M f xj j i i i j i j
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . f x*  f x*  f x  f x*  f x by 6 . This completes the proofj i i i i
of the first half of the proposition. Conversely, by Proposition 3.3, x* X .E
Ž . Ž .Now we show that x* X . Suppose that x X and f x  f x* . ThusPE i i
Ž . Ž . 1f x  f x* since x* X . It follows from the q -approachability of x*j j E i
that
1q f x  f x*  d f x  f x*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j j
 f x*  d f x  f x*  f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i j j i
Hence,
f x*  f xŽ . Ž .i i  d.
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .j j
The proof is complete.
 4 Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let x* X, j 1, 2 , and y* f x* . If for somej
 4 menvi 1, 2 , x* X andi
menv y menv y*Ž . Ž .i i
lim sup  0, 7Ž .
y y*y y*
Vi
 then x* X , where y y* means that y takes alue in V , y y*, andL PE iVi
y tends to y*.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that i 1, j 2. First,
 4we show by contradiction that x* X . Otherwise,  x  X such thatL E n
x  x* as n andn
f x  f x* 8Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1
and
f x  f x* , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2
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with at least one being a strict inequality. By our assumption that i 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .and f x* menv f x* , Eq. 9 implies that f x*  f x . This1 1 2 1 1 n
Ž .combined with 8 yields
f x  f x* . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1
Ž .Therefore, 9 must be a strict inequality. That is,
f x  f x* . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2
Ž . Ž .It follows from 10 and 11 that
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .1 n 1  0, nN. 12Ž .
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .2 n 2
On the other hand,
menv f x  f x 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 n 1 n
and
menv f x menv f x*  f x* . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .The combination of 12 , 13 , and 14 yields that
menv f x menv f x*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2  0.
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .2 n 2
Consequently,
menv f x menv f x*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2
lim  0,
f x  f x*y y* Ž . Ž .n 2 n 2
Ž . Ž .where y  f x  V , contradicting 7 . In the following we show byn 2 n 1
contradiction that x* X .L PE
Suppose that  x  X with x  x* such that one of the followingn n
cases occurs:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .Case 1. f x  f x* , f x  f x* , and f x  f x*  f x1 n 1 2 n 2 1 n 1 2 n
Ž .. f x* .2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .Case 2. f x  f x* , f x  f x* , and f x  f x*  f x1 n 1 2 n 2 2 n 2 1 n
Ž .. f x* .1
Ž Ž .. Ž .If Case 1 occurs, noting that menv f x  f x , it follows that1 2 n 1 n
menv f x menv f x*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2 ,
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .2 n 2
Ž .contradicting 7 .
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If Case 2 occurs, then
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .1 n 1  0.
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .2 n 2
Ž . Ž Ž ..Since f x menv f x , we deduce that1 n 1 2 n
f x  f x* menv f x  f x* .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n 1 1 2 n 1
Hence,
menv f x menv f x* f x  f x*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2 1 n 1 .
f x  f x* f x  f x*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 2 n 2
So we have
menv f x menv f x*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2
lim  0,
f x  f x*n Ž . Ž .2 n 2
Ž .which contradicts 7 . The proof is complete.
4. A NONLINEAR LAGRANGIAN APPROACH
In this section, we consider duality results for constrained scalar opti-
Ž .mization problems which are related to BCP . The corresponding dual
problem is constructed via a nonlinear Lagrangian.
Recall the scalar optimization problems
P  : inf f xŽ . Ž .i i
s.t. x X
f x   , j i ,Ž .j
 4 Ž .where i 1, 2, j 1, 2 , and m  inf f x .j x X j
Ž . P Ž .The optimal value of P  is denoted by m  .i i
 4 Ž .Let i 1, 2 . Consider the dual problem to P  ,i
D1  : sup r1 d ,  ,Ž . Ž .i i
d0
where the dual function
r1 d ,   inf L1 x , d , Ž . Ž .i i
xX
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and the nonlinear Lagrangian function
1L x , d ,   f x  d f x   ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i j
 4 x X , d 0, i , j 1, 2 , j i .
1Ž . 1 DŽ .The optimal value of D  is denoted by m  .i i
 4LEMMA 4.1. Let i 1, 2 . Let x* X and
1 1q y d y   L x*, d ,  , y V .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
1Ž . 1Ž . Ž .Then x* soles inf L x, d,  if and only if q y  z,  y, z  Y .x X i i i
1Ž .Proof. x* solves inf L x, d,  if and only ifx X i
1L x*, d ,   f x  d f x   ,  x X .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i j
Namely,
 1d f x    L x*, d ,   f x ,  x X .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j i i
That is,
 1d y   L x*, d ,   z ,  y , z  Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
 4 1Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let i 1, 2 . x* X minimizes L x, d,  oer X ifi
and only if x* is q1-approachable.i
Ž . 1Ž . 1Proof. Necessity . Suppose that x* minimizes L x, d,  and q is asi i
defined in Lemma 4.1. By Lemma 4.1, we only need to show that
1Ž Ž .. Ž . 1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž .q f x*  f x* . Indeed, q f x*  d f x*    f x* i j i i j j i
Ž Ž . . Ž .d f x*    f x* .j i
Ž . 1 1Sufficiency . Since x* is q -approachable, there exist c R and d 0i
Ž . 1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .may be  such that q y  c d y  supports Y at f x* ,i i j
Ž ..f x* . Therefore,i
1q f x*  c d f x*    f x* 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j j i
and
1q f x  c d f x    f x ,  x X . 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j j i
Ž . Ž .Equations 16 and 15 jointly yield that
 
f x*  d f x*    f x  d f x   ,  x X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j
1Ž .That is, x* minimizes L x, d,  over X.i
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 4THEOREM 4.1. Let i 1, 2 and one of the following conditions hold:
Ž .i X is nonempty and compact;
Ž . Ž .  ii f x  as x  when X is noncompact;i
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii m  and lim menv   menv  .i    i i
P Ž . 1 DŽ .Then m  m  .i i
Ž . Ž .Proof. Any one of the conditions i  iii implies that m . Leti
Ž . Ž . Ž .f x  f x m ,  x X. Then f x  0,  x X. Consider the prob-i i i i
lem
P  : inf f  xŽ . Ž .i i
s.t. x X
f x   , j iŽ .j
and its nonlinear Lagrangian dual problem
1D  : sup inf f x  d f x   .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i j
xXd0
Ž . 1Ž . P Ž .It is easy to see that the optimal values of P  and D  are m  mi i i i
1 DŽ .   Ž Ž .and m  m , respectively. Moreover, by Theorem 3.1 in 2 if i ori i
Ž . .   Ž Ž . . Ž .ii holds and Theorem 6.3 in 3 if iii holds , the optimal values of P i
1Ž .and D  are equal. So the conclusion of this theorem follows.i
What we are more interested in is whether there exists a finite d* 0
P Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .such that m   r d*,  ; that is, L x, d*,  is an exact penalizationi i i
Ž .for P  .i
Ž .For this purpose, we introduce the concept of stability of P  , which isi
equivalent to the usual stability of a constrained scalar optimization
Ž  .problem see, e.g., 4, 9 when the objective function is bounded below on
its domain although the two notions of stability are different in form.
Ž .We associate P  with its perturbation problem,i
P t : inf f xŽ . Ž .i i
s.t. x X ,
f x  t , j i ,Ž .j
 4 P Ž .where t  and i, j 1, 2 and m t denotes the optimal value ofi
Ž .problem P t .i
 4 Ž .DEFINITION 4.1. Let i 1, 2 . P  is said to be stable if M 0 andi
 0 such that
mP t mP Ž . Ž .i i M , 0 t   .
t 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let m  for both i 1, 2. Let x* X . Then thei E
following statements are equialent:
Ž .i x* X ;PE
Ž . 1Ž Ž ..ii there exists a finite d* 0 such that x* minimizes L x, d*, f x*i j
Ž .i 1, 2 oer X ;
Ž . Ž Ž ..iii P f x* is stable for both i 1, 2.i j
Ž . Ž .Proof. The equivalence of i and iii follows from Proposition 3.4 and
  Ž . Ž .3, Theorem 7.2 . Now we show that i and ii are equivalent. It can be
Ž Ž ..seen from the proof of Proposition 4.1 by setting  f x* that x*j
1Ž Ž .. 1minimizes L x, d*, f x* if and only if x* is finitely q -approachablei j i
1 Ž . Ž Ž ..with q  f x*  d* y f x* . By Proposition 3.4, the equivalence ofi i j
Ž . Ž .i and ii is established.
Ž .Remark 4.1. 1 Theorem 4.2 can be seen as a characterization of the
Ž .proper efficiency of BCP . It is not difficult to show that this characteriza-
tion holds for problems with finitely many objectives.
Ž .2 It is worth noting that the characterization of the proper effi-
ciency in terms of the stability of the relevant scalar optimization problems
 is obtained using the assumption of convexity in 4 , while in Theorem 4.2
the convexity is removed, but a nonlinear Lagrangian function is used.
Ž .3 As a matter of fact, one can directly prove the validity of
Theorem 4.2 without the assumption m  for both i 1, 2 when thei
Ž Ž ..  stability of P f x* is defined in the usual sense 4, 9 , and this result cani j
be generalized to multiobjective programs with finitely many objectives.
Thus, a complete characterization of a properly efficient solution in terms
Ž .of the stability in the usual sense of several relevant scalar optimization
problems can be obtained without any additional assumptions.
5. AN ALTERNATIVE NONLINEAR
LAGRANGIAN APPROACH
Throughout this section, we assume without loss of generality that
Ž . Ž .m  inf f x  0, i 1, 2; otherwise, we may replace f with exp fi x X i i i
  , where  0, and consider the following transformed bicriteria
program:
TBCP min exp f x   , exp f x  Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
s.t. x X .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is clear that the set of local weakly efficient solutions of TBCP is
Ž . Ž .the same as that of BCP . Furthermore, it is not hard to show that local
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Ž .proper efficiency is also preserved, that is, any locally properly efficient
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution of BCP is also a local properly efficient solution of TBCP .
Let
1kkk k kq y  c  d y  , y V ,Ž . Ž .i i
where k 0 is such that 1k is an odd integer and c 0, d 0,  R,
and d may be .
 4DEFINITION 5.1. Let i, j 1, 2 and i j. The point x* X is said to
k k Ž Ž . Ž ..be q -approachable if Y is supported by q at f x* , f x* . Moreover, ifi i i j i
the coefficient d in the expression of q k can be chosen as a finite scalar,i
then we say that x* is finitely q k-approachable.i
We shall give results for the q k-approachability of a point x* X. Ai
different nonlinear Lagrangian will be used to construct the dual problem
Ž .to P  .i
Generally speaking, we shall not provide a proof for a result unless the
proof is very different from that of the corresponding result in Sections 3
and 4.
 4 menv kPROPOSITION 5.1. Let i 1, 2 . x* X if and only if x* is q -i i
approachable.
COROLLARY 5.1. x* X if and only if x* is q k-approachable forE i
i 1, 2.
kŽ .  Ž .k kŽIn the following proposition, we set q y  f x*  d y i i
Ž ..k 1 kf x* .j
 4 Ž .PROPOSITION 5.2. Let i, j 1, 2 , i j. Let x* X and y* f x* . Ifj
M 0 and  0 such that
menv y menv y*Ž . Ž .i i M ,  y V with 0 y y*  . 17Ž .iky y*Ž .
Then there exists a finite d* 0 such that, wheneer d d*, x* is q k-i
approachable.
kŽ Ž .. Ž .  1 k 1Ž1 k . 1 kProof. Clearly, q f x*  f x* . Let d*max k m M ,i j i i
Ž Ž .. 4menv f x*  .i j
Ž . Ž . kŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž . menvIf f x  f x* , then q f x  f x*  f x since x* X .j j i j i i i
Ž . Ž .If f x  f x* , we consider the following two cases:j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .a f x  f x*   ;j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .b 0 f x  f x*   .j j
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Ž .If a holds, then
1kkkk kq f x  f x*  d* f x  f x*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j j
1kk kk f x*  menv f x*  f x  f x*Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i i j j j
 0
 f x .Ž .i
Ž .If b holds, then
1kkkk k1q f x  f x*  km M f x  f x* . 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i i j j
We show that
kk kf x*  km M f x  f x*  f x , 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i j j i
namely,
kk k k1f x  f x*  f x  f x* km M .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i j j i
We only need to show that
menv k f x menv k f x*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j k1km M . 20Ž .ik
f x  f x*Ž . Ž .j j
k Ž Ž .. k Ž Ž .. k 1 Ž Ž ..Indeed, menv f x  menv f x*  k 	 menv f x i j i j i j
Ž Ž .. k1 Ž Ž . Ž ..k Ž Ž ..menv f x*  km M f x  f x* by 17 , where 	 i j i j j
Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ...menv f x , menv f x* .i j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .So 20 holds and hence 19 holds. It follows from 18 and 19 that
kŽ Ž .. Ž .q f x  f x . The proof is complete.i j i
In the following, we shall use the following nonlinear Lagrangian func-
Ž .tion to construct the dual problem to P  :i
1kkkk k  4  4L x , d ,   f x  d f x   , j 1, 2 
 i .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i j
Ž .Consider the dual problem to P  ,i
Dk  : sup r k d ,  ,Ž . Ž .i i
d0
where
r k d ,   inf Lk x , d ,  .Ž . Ž .i i
xX
kŽ . k DŽ .The optimal value of D  is denoted by m  .i i
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 4PROPOSITION 5.3. Let i, j 1, 2 and j i. Let
1kkk kk k kq y  f x*  d f x*    d y  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i j
kŽ .Then x* X minimizes L x, d,  if and only if x* is q -approachable.i i
 The following theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 in 2 and
 Theorem 6.3 in 3 .
 4THEOREM 5.1. Let i 1, 2 . Let one of the following conditions hold:
Ž .i X is nonempty and compact;
Ž . Ž .  ii f x  as x ;i
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii lim menv   menv  .i i 
P Ž . k DŽ .Then we hae m  m  .i i
Remark 5.1. It is also possible to use a general nonlinear Lagrangian
Ž . Ž  . Ž .for P  for details, see 2 to construct a general dual problem to P  .i i
   Following Theorem 3.1 in 2 and Theorem 6.3 in 3 , we can also establish
the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 for the general dual problem.
P Ž .We will consider whether there exists a finite d* 0 such that m i
kŽ . r d*,  . This is guaranteed by the following so-called k-rank stabilityi
Ž .of P  .i
 4 Ž .DEFINITION 5.2. Let i 1, 2 . P  is said to be k-rank stable ifi
M 0 and  0 such that
menv t menv Ž . Ž .i i M , 0 t   ,kt Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where menv t and menv  are in fact the optimal values of P t andi i i
Ž .P  respectively.i
 The following theorem is a direct result of Theorem 7.1 in 3 .
 4THEOREM 5.2. Let i 1, 2 . There exists a finite d* 0 such that
P Ž . kŽ . Ž .m   r d*,  if and only if P  is k-rank stable.i i i
Ž Ž ..The following theorem follows from Theorem 5.2 with  f x* andj
Propositions 5.3 and 5.2.
 4THEOREM 5.3. Let x* X and i, j 1, 2 , j i. Then the following
statements are equialent:
Ž . kŽ Ž ..i there exists a finite d* 0 such that x* minimizes L x, d*, f x* ;i j
Ž . k kŽ .  Ž .k kŽii x* is q -approachable with q y  f x*  d* y i i i
Ž ..k 1 kf x* ;j
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..iii x* soles P f x* and P f x* is k-rank stable.i j i j
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Ž . Ž .Note that if P  is stable then it is also k-rank stable for any k 0, 1 .i
Thus the following corollary is a consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 5.3.
Ž .COROLLARY 5.2. Let x* X . Then, for any k 0, 1 with 1k beingPE
 4an odd integer and for any i 1, 2 ,
Ž . kŽ Ž ..i there exists a finite d* 0 such that x* minimizes L x, d*, f x*i j
Ž  4 .j 1, 2 , j i ;
Ž . k kŽ .  Ž .k kŽii x* is finitely q -approachable with q y  f x*  d* yi i i
Ž ..k 1 k  4f x* , j 1, 2 , j i.j
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we used nonsmooth functions to study the approachability
and nonlinear Lagrangian to construct dual problems for constrained
scalar optimization problems which are associated with the original bicrite-
ria problem. The relationships among approachability, efficiency, and
proper efficiency were established. Strong duality results and exact penal-
ization results for the relevant constrained scalar optimization problems
were investigated.
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